HUNTING SEASON 2021/2022.
PRICE LIST
FOR THE GAME SHOOTING AND HUNTING SERVICES IN THE HUNTING
GROUNDS OF THE PUBLIC ENTERPRISE „VOJVODINAŠUME”
THIS PRICELIST SHALL BE APPLICABLE AS OF 1ST APRIL 2021 UNTIL 31ST MARCH 2022

HUNTING IN VOJVODINA - SERBIA
JP „VOJVODINAŠUME”
Branch for tourism
„Vojvodinašume-turist“ Tour operator
Serbia, 21131 Petrovaradin, Preradovićeva 2
Tel. +381 21 6432-401; 6432-976
Fax. +381 21 6433-713
e-mail: hunt@vojvodinasume.rs
www.vojvodinasume.rs

GENERAL TERMS
Rezervation and payment
All process are specified including VAT 20% or 10%, except of trophy pricess that are specified as net price / price
including VAT 20%.
The hunt is charged in dinars and if the invoice is paid by remittance from abroad, the calculation is made based on
re-calculation of dinar prices in EUR according to the official exchange rate of the National Bank of Serbia on the date
of invoice issuing.
The price of deer trophy up to gold medal is calculated based on the weight of the trophy in kilos, and the price of deer
trophy in the gold medal is calculated based on CIC points. The trophy price for the fallow-deer shall be estimated
according to the trophy weight expressed in kilograms. The trophy price for the roe-deer according to the weight expressed in grams. The trophy price for the wild boar and mouflon game according to the trophy length expressed in
centimeters. The length is acquired from the trophy sheet (median length). BTTO-weight is acquired from the trophy
sheet form - the weight of the trophy with the whole skull and the upper jaw, without cutting (in roe-deer 90 grams shell
be deducted) within the 24 hours after trophy boiling.
Hunting dates are considered booked only after the reservation in writing (fax or e-mail) and the receipt on the advanced payment made, based on the invoice issued by Public Enterprise„Vojvodinašume”. Unless the client makes
the advanced payment, within the deadline as stated in the pre form invoice, it will be considered to quit from the
reservation of the requested dates and game for hunting.
The advance payment for individual hunt on big game amounts (per head) to:
 deer
• in the hunting season for deer in roar
• beyond that period

approx. 509 EUR 60.000,00 RSD
approx. 254 EUR 30.000,00 RSD

 roe-buck
approx. 51 EUR 6.000,00 RSD

 fallow buck
approx. 153 EUR 18.000,00 RSD

 mouflon
approx. 153 EUR 18.000,00 RSD

 wild boar
approx. 102 EUR 12.000,00 RSD

 game without trophy
approx. 20 EUR 2.400,00 RSD

 wild boar drive hunting
• For programmes of wild boar drive hunting the advance amounts to 30% of the planned hunt and the remaining
amount paid in full within 7 days from the hunt realisation the latest.
• For programmes of wild boar drive hunting in open parts of the hunting grounds the advance amounts to 305 EUR
(36.000,00 RSD), for the group per day of hunting.
Reservation shall include: name and surname of each hunter - date and place of birth - passport number - type of
hunting - period of hunting in days - accommodation (hotel, hunting lodge, type of the room) - date, place and time
of arrival (airplane or car) - information on hunting weapons (type, serial number, caliber) - telefone and fax number
for contact.
If the booked hunting is cancelled within the period that is longer than 60 days, 50% of the value of the advance
payment is charged and if it is cancelled within the period of less than 60 days, the advance payment is retained.
Before the beginning of a hunt, each hunter has to have the following valid document with him/her: identity card or
passport, hunter’s card of the Republic of Serbia for the current hunting season and weapon licence. In case the
hunter does not possess the hunter’s card, it is possible to purchase it in the hunting ground, before the hunting starts.
Hunting weapons
The hunter’s personal weapons shall correspond in caliber to the ammunition used for the hunted game in accordance
with hunting practices and ethics.
According to Art. 76 of the Law on Game and Hunting it is prohibited to hunt the game protected by the closed hunting
season:
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•

using a bow and an arrow, and a crossbow in open hunting resorts, as well as in fenced hunting resorts where
such a form of big game hunting is not set forth by the hunting master plan;

•

small game using rifled barrel rifles, non-rifled barrel rifles accepting more than two bullets, as well as semiautomatic non-rifled barrel rifles that have not been reduced to two bullets;

•

big game using non-rifled barrel rifles, except for wild bores.

The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs

According to Art. 77 of the Law on Game and Hunting, it is prohibited to hunt:
• european deer and wild bore, except for the offspring of those species using hunting ammunition of the calibre
below 7 mm and bullet weight of less than 9.00 gr;
• wild bore using ammunition for non-rifled barrels, except for ball bullets;
• fallow deer and mouflon, except for the offspring of those species, using hunting ammunition of the calibre below
6.2 mm and bullet weight of less than 6.0 gr;
• roe deer and offspring of european deer, wild bore, fallow deer and mouflon using hunting ammunition of the calibre below 5.6 mm and bullet weight of less than 3.5 gr.
The hunt is realised in accordance with the Rulebook on proclaiming game species protected by the closed hunting
season (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No. 9/12 dated February 5th, 2012.; No. 67/15 dated July 29th, 2015.
and No. 75/16 dated September 7th, 2016).
Shooting
A tourist-hunter shall receive the shooted game trophy. When hunting without trophy, the tourist-hunter shall pay the
shooting price. The trophy price, as well as the shooting price, shall not include the shooted game meat that is (if the
tourist-hunter wants to take it) additionally calculated “in pelt” (in roe-deer, red-deer, fallow and mouflon game weight
without head, entrails and legs, and in wild boar game without entrails) according to the Price-list of the big game meat
“in pelt” of the Public Enterprise “Vojvodinašume”.
A trophy certificate shall be issued for all shooted game and for the trophies in the medal category a hunter shall be
additionally awarded a medal (gold, silver or bronze) pursuant to the CIC classification.
The criterions for awarding the medal category to the trophies estimated according to CIC points:

Red-deer
Wild boar
Roe-deer
Fallow-deer
Mouflon

Bronze

Silver

Gold

170
110
105
160
185

190
115
115
170
195

210
120
130
180
205

In the hunting-ground, immediately prior to hunting, a tourist-hunter shall specify the trophy structure, as well as
the number of heads he wishes to shoot. A tourist-hunter can shoot the selected head only after permission of the
professional hunting guide.
The hunter-tourist undertakes to recognize in an individual hunt of trophy game with an expert escort, the following
tolerance- error:


for deer ± 10% of the estimated trophy value in kg, in other words in ± 7 CIC points for the deer trophy in gold
medal.



for wild boar ± 15% of the estimated trophy value in cm.



for roebuck ± 20% of the estimated trophy value in gr.



for fallow buck ± 10% of the estimated trophy value in kg.



for mouflon rame ± 10% of the estimated trophy value in cm.

Wounding shall be charged only for the big game as following:


for the trophy game - 50% of the trophy value as estimated by the hunting-guide. If the wounded trophy game is
found, a tourist-hunter shall pay for the price difference to the full trophy value



for the game excluding the trophy - 100% amount shall be charged

In case of forbidden shooting of protected game or shooting the game during closed season the loss amount is
calculated according to the Regulations of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management of the Republic
of Serbia.
During hunting, tourist-hunters shall be held responsible for their actions, pursuant to the Law, and obliged to pay
special attention as to where and how they shoot.

The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs
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I

THE BIG GAME SHOOTING (individual hunting)

RED-DEER GAME (Cervus elaphus L.)
approx. EUR

RED-DEER
STAG
Trophy

RSD (dinar)
price inc.
VAT 20%

net price
+EUR/10 gr

EUR

price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

Weight (kg)

EUR

+EUR/10 gr

RSD

+RSD/10 gr

RSD

+RSD/10 gr

up to 1,99 kg

248

298

29.300,83

35.161,00

from 2,00 kg

298

358

35.162,50

42.195,00

from 2,50 kg

447

536

52.734,17

63.281,00

from 3,00 kg

596

715

70.322,50

84.387,00

from 3,50 kg

745

894

87.900,00

105.480,00

4,00 kg

844

3

1.013

4

99.625,00

350,83

119.550,00

421,00

5,00 kg

1.142

6

1.371

7

134.787,50

702,50

161.745,00

843,00

6,00 kg

1.738

10

2.086

12

205.110,83

1.170,83

246.133,00

1.405,00

7,00 kg

2.732

12

3.278

14

322.321,67

1.405,83

386.786,00

1.687,00

8,00 kg

3.923

12

4.708

14

462.970,00

1.405,83

555.564,00

1.687,00

9,00 kg

5.115

15

6.138

18

603.617,50

1.755,00

724.341,00

2.106,00

+ each
additional
CIC
point

+ each
additional
CIC
point

+ each
additional
CIC
point

210,00
CIC points

5.056

547

6.067

657

596.597,50

220,00
CIC points

10.529

646

12.635

775

230,00
CIC points

16.986

1.013

20.383

1.216

64.581,67

+ each
additional
CIC point
715.917,00

77.498,00

1.242.425,83

76.185,00 1.490.911,00

91.422,00

2.004.290,83

119.550,00 2.405.149,00

143.460,00

Deer trophy is calculated in kg up to the gold medal and for the trophy in gold medal it is calculated in CIC points.

shooting

approx. EUR

RSD (dinar)

PRICE INC. VAT 20%

one-year-old-stag

119

14.061,00

hind

95

11.246,00

calf

60

7.030,00

DISCOUNTS:
 10 % - from the 1st of October untill the ned of the hunting season,
the 10% discount is approved on the shooting a red-deer stag with
trophy weighing up to 5 kg and one-year old stag, hind and fawn.
 20% - a 20% discount is approved for the price of shooting deer
with trophy weighing 5 kg and above on hunting grounds Karakuša,
Kućine, Bosutske šume and Deliblatska peščara.
 30% - a 30% discount is approved for the price of shooting deer
with trophy weighing 5 kg and above on hunting ground Plavna.
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The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs

WILD BOAR (Sus scrofa L.)
approx. EUR

WILD
BOAR

net price

Trophy

Lenght (cm)

RSD (dinar)
price inc.
VAT 20%

EUR

+EUR/1mm

EUR

price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

+EUR/1mm

RSD

+RSD/1mm

RSD

+RSD/1mm

up to 11,99 cm

105

126

12.413,33

14.896,00

from 12,00 cm

211

253

24.839,17

29.807,00

from 14,00 cm

316

379

37.265,00

16,00 cm
18,00 cm
20,00 cm
22,00 cm
24,00 cm
26,00 cm

421
632
947
1.474
2.211
3.158

10
16
26
37
47
52

505
758
1.137
1.768
2.653
3.790

13
19
31
44
56
63

1.240,00
1.860,83
3.104,17
4.345,83
5.588,33
6.200,00

1.488,00
2.233,00
3.725,00
5.215,00
6.706,00
7.440,00

RSD (dinar)

price incl. VAT 20%

sow-gilt-pig
up to 29,99 kg

54

6.323,00

sow-gilt-pig
30,00 to 59,99 kg

101

11.953,00

sow-gilt-pig
over 60,00 kg

149

17.570,00

(Capreolus capreolus L.)
approx. EUR

ROE-BUCK
Trophy

59.629,00
89.425,00
134.133,00
208.663,00
313.014,00
447.189,00

approx. EUR

shooting:

ROE-DEER GAME

44.718,00

49.690,83
74.520,83
111.777,50
173.885,83
260.845,00
372.657,50

RSD (dinar)
price inc.
VAT 20%

net price
+EUR/1gr

EUR

price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

Weight (gr)

EUR

+EUR/1gr

up to 199,99 gr

41

50

4.880,00

5.856,00

from 200,00 gr

78

94

9.220,83

11.065,00

from 250,00 gr

105

127

12.445,00

14.934,00

300,00 gr

141

3

169

3

16.600,83

330,83

19.921,00

397,00

350,00 gr

281

4

338

5

33.205,00

495,83

39.846,00

595,00

400,00 gr

492

5

591

6

58.112,50

578,33

69.735,00

694,00

450,00 gr

739

6

886

8

87.167,50

745,00

104.601,00

894,00

500,00 gr

1.055

7

1.266

9

124.525,83

876,67

149.431,00

1.052,00

shooting:

RSD

+RSD/1gr

approx. EUR

RSD

+RSD/1gr

RSD (dinar)

price incl. VAT 20%

doe

22

2.593,00

fawn

22

2.593,00

Hunting from hunting stand or by stalking at the edge of the forest or in the forest. Value of this trophy bucks is not high.
The hunt for trophy bucks of higher values can be organized in open lowland hunting grounds.

The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs
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FALLOW GAME

(Cervus dama L.)
approx. EUR

FALLOW BUCK
Trophy

RSD (dinar)
price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

Weight (kg)

EUR

up to 1,99 kg

173

2,00 kg

260

+EUR/10 gr

price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

EUR

+EUR/10 gr

RSD

+RSD/1cm

RSD

+RSD/1cm

/

208

/

20.468,33

/

24.562,00

/

3

312

4

30.710,00

408,33

36.852,00

490,00

2,50 kg

434

5

520

6

51.169,17

611,67

61.403,00

734,00

3,00 kg

694

7

832

8

81.859,17

816,67

98.231,00

980,00

3,50 kg

1.040

9

1.249

10

122.778,33

1.020,83

147.334,00

1.225,00

4,00 kg

1.474

13

1.769

16

173.928,33

1.530,83

208.714,00

1.837,00

approx. EUR

Shooting

RSD (dinar)

price incl. VAT 20%

one-year-old-buck

88

10.436,00

fallow hind

62

7.363,00

fallow fawn

36

4.292,00

MOUFLON GAME (Ovis musimon Schreb)
approx. EUR

RAM
Trophy

RSD (dinar)
price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

Lenght (cm)

EUR

+EUR/1cm

EUR

+EUR/1cm

RSD

+RSD/1cm

RSD

+RSD/1cm

up to 49,99 cm

187

/

225

/

22.108,33

/

26.530,00

/

50,00 cm

375

28

450

33

44.229,17

3.315,00

53.075,00

3.978,00

60,00 cm

656

37

787

45

77.392,50

4.420,83

92.871,00

5.305,00

70,00 cm

1.031

46

1.237

56

121.622,50

5.526,67

145.947,00

6.632,00

80,00 cm

1.499

56

1.799

67

176.905,83

6.629,17

212.287,00

7.955,00

approx. EUR

Shooting

II

RSD (dinar)

price incl. VAT 20%

mouflon sheep

56

6.631,00

mouflon lamb

33

3.971,00

SMALL GAME SHOOTING (individual hunting)

Shooting
Hare
Grey partridge
Greater white-fronted goose, Bean goose
Pheasant from free nature
Mallard, Pochard
Teal, Garganey, Wigeon
Black coot
Wood pigeon
Quail
Collared turtle dove
European turtle dove
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price inc.
VAT 20%

net price

price incl. VAT 20%

approx. EUR
28
25
19
9
9
5
5
5
2,2
1,1
3

RSD
3.314,00
2.916,00
2.246,00
1.059,00
1.059,00
537,00
537,00
537,00
262,00
132,00
355,00

The price of shooting is stated for one
whole game, in skin or in feather. The
price ‘just the shooting of a small game’
refers exclusively to foreign hunterstourists, who are not allowed to take
the shot game out of our country, in
other words bring it to their homeland;
the meat of the small game in skin or
in feathers in that case remains the
property of the hunting grounds.

The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs

III

SERVICES IN HUNTING (individual hunting)
approx. EUR

approx. EUR

price incl. VAT 20%
organising the big game hunting in a fenced and open part of the hunting ground, valid for
30 days for the hunting ground /per hunter

50

5.950,00

organising the big game hunting in a open part of the hunting ground, valid for 30 days for
the hunting ground /per hunter

30

3.559,00

hunting - guide in a fenced part of the hunting ground for big game hunting/per day

50

5.950,00

hunting - guide in a fenced part of the hunting ground for big game hunting/half day

25

2.975,00

hunting - guide in a open part of the hunting ground / per day

30

3.559,00

hunting - guide in a open part of the hunting ground/half day

15

1.778,00

renting the hunting weapons - rifle/per day

20

2.389,00

transport to the hunting-ground - passenger car, van / 1 km

0,4

49,00

transport in the hunting-ground - all-terrain vehicle / 1 km

0,6

75,00

hackney-coach - horse-drawn cart/ tractor / 1 hour

15

1.778,00

assistance at the border crossing point (required at the airport)

50

5.950,00

interpreter - translator / per day + board and lodgings

36

4.320,00

organising the small game hunting / per hunter, daily

18

2.105,00

beater-porter, in small game hunting/per day

24

2.800,00

6

691,00

renting a hunting ground’s hound / per day

12

1.399,00

renting the hunting weapons - semi automatic shotgun / per day

26

3.032,00

renting the hunting weapons - shotgun / per day

10

1.192,00

rowing-boat / per day

15

1.772,00

motor-boat / per day

19

2.246,00

ship / 1 hour

36

4.239,00

organising the big game with hunting bow and arrow in a fenced part of the hunting ground
of up to 1,000 ha; valid for 7 days per hunting ground/per hunter

60

7.140,00

hunting-guide in a fenced part of the hunting ground of up to 1,000 ha in a big game hunt
with a hunting bow and arrow/per day

60

7.140,00

the service of daily mini bus rental with a driver implies one day of a vehicle use with up to
300 km for transport of passengers in internal transport, with the capacity of 16 commercial
seats

314

37.073,00

the service of mini bus rental with a driver implies a vehicle use with up to 200 km for
transport of passengers in internal transport, with the capacity of 16 commercial seats

186

22.000,00

each additional kilometre

0,6

72

using one’s own hound/per day

There is a one-off fee which is valid for 7 days, for organising big game hunting in fenced and open part of hunting grounds Kozara,
Apatinski rit, and Subotičke šume.

The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs
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IV

W ILD B OAR DR I V E H U N T
(GROUP HUNTING IN FENCED PART OF HUNTING GROUNDS)

Hunting ground KAMARIŠTE

 Hunting grounds KARAKUŠA,

KUĆINE and BOSUTSKE ŠUME

• Price for a hunting day for a group, up to 11 hunters:

 Hunting ground DELIBLATSKA PEŠČARA

approx. 10.068 EUR (1.188.000,00 RSD).

(Dolina and Flamunda)
 Hunting ground VRŠAČKE PLANINE

• Hunting for a group from 10 to 11 hunters.
• Shooting of 30 wild boars available (all
categories of wild boar: male, female and young).

• Price for a hunting day for a group up to 10 hunters:
approx. 6.862 EUR (809.731,00 RSD).
• Hunting for a group:

 Hunting ground KAMARIŠTE
 Hunting ground PLAVNA

- from 10 to 15 hunters (Karakuša, Kućine and
Bosutske šume)

• Price for a hunting day for a group, up to 11

- from 10 to 13 hunters (Dolina, Flamunda and
Vršačke planine)

hunters:
approx. 7.627 EUR (900.000,00 RSD).
• Hunting for a group from 10 to 11 hunters.
• Shooting of 25 wild boars available
(all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).

• Shooting of 22 wild boars available (all categories of
wild boar, male, female and young).
•

If the group has more then 10 hunters, each hunter
(11th to 15th) shall pay):
approx. 524 EUR (61.883,00 RSD).

• At least three drive hunt are organised per day
• The price includes:
–

the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs

–

shooting, trophy, wounding, misses

–

tractor transport and

–

all transfers from the airport to hunting lodges and hunting ground.

• The accommodation services may be provided in the hunting lodge situated
in the hunting ground, and they are charged separately from the price of a
hunting day.

EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM - two hunting days in hunting ground KAMARIŠTE
▪ Price for the complete program package, per group (up to 11 hunters):
approx. 29.492 EUR (3.480.000,00 RSD)
▪ Hunting for a group from 10 to 11 hunters.
▪ Shooting of 70 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).
▪ At least four drive hunt are organised per day
▪ The price includes:
– the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor transport, shooting, trophy,
wounding, misses.
▪ The price of the program also includes the following services: transfer to/from the airport and hunting lodge, as well as
accomodation in hunting lodge on a full board basis, including drinks
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The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs

SPECIAL PROGRAM – three hunting days
in hunting grounds DELIBLATSKA PEŠČARA (Dolina and Flamunda) and VRŠAČKE PLANINE
▪ Price for the complete program package, per group of 10 hunters
approx. 24.787 EUR (2.924.815,00 RSD)
▪ Hunting for a group from 10 to 13 hunters.
▪ Shooting of 75 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).
▪ At least four drive hunt are organised per day.
▪ The price includes:
– the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor transport,
wounding, misses.

shooting, trophy,

▪ If the group has more then 10 hunters, each hunter (11th to 13th) shall pay
approx. 2.479 EUR (292.480,00 RSD)
▪ The price of the program also includes the following services: transfer to/from the airport and hunting lodge, as well as
accomodation in hunting lodge on a full board basis, including drinks.

Valid for all fenced drive hunt hunting grounds of the Public Company “Vojvodinašume“: if a group has the minimum
of 7 and maximum of 9 hunters it is possible that smaller number of shooted wild boars than the one stated in
the programme is the end-result of a hunting day (10 and less wild boars). In that case, the price stated in the
programme shall be paid regardless the smaller number of the hunted game.
Hunting grounds RISTOVAČA and KAMARIŠTE
▪ Price for a hunting day for a group of up to 5 hunters:
approx. 699 EUR (82.500,00 RSD).
▪ Hunting for a group from 5 to 6 hunters.
▪ Hunting of wild boars all categories of wild boar: male, female and young.
▪ At least three drive hunt are organised per day.
▪ The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor transport, breakfast
and lunch.
▪ Game shooting is charged according to the pricelist of big game hunting. Wounding shall be charged as stated in hunting
terms and conditions.
▪ If the group has 6 hunters, the 6th hunter shall pay:
approx. 140 EUR (16.500,00 RSD).

GROUP HUNTING IN OPEN PART OF HUNTING GROUNDS
WILD BOARS DRIVE HUNT in open part of the hunting grounds
JP „VOJVODINAŠUME“
▪ Price per day, per hunter:
approx. 34 EUR (4.050,00 RSD).
▪ Hunting is arranged for groups over 25 hunters. If the group counts less than 25 hunters, the additional costs is
charged up to the price of a full group of 25 members.
▪ The charge for each shooted wild boar in this hunt: for wild bore male 60% and for sow, gilt, pig 80% to the shooting
value given in the Price list of the big game.
▪ The wounding is charged according to the provisions of Hunting terms and conditions.
▪ The hunting is done in one drive hunting.
▪ The price contains the complete organization, processing and evaluation of trophies.
▪ The price, per hunter, in case of two drives during a single hunting day: approx. 57 EUR (6.674,00 RSD)
▪ Such a type of hunting is performed by using the hunting dogs. It is responsibility of the group coming to hunt to bring
hunting dogs/provide for .
▪ The shooting is not guaranteed.
The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs
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V

SMALL GAME SPECIAL HUNTING PROGRAMS
(GROUP HUNTING)

HUNTING WILD DUCK in hunting grounds

 DELIBLATSKA PEŠČARA - Labudovo okno
 DONJE PODUNAVLJE
 KOVILJSKI RIT
 KAMARIŠTE
▪ Price per hunter, per 2 hunting days:
approx. 273 EUR (32.254,00 RSD)
▪ Stand and drive hunt for a group up to 6 hunters.

HUNTING PHEASANT in hunting grounds

 KARAKUŠA
 HRASTOVAČA
▪ Price per day, per hunter:
approx. 13 EUR (1.523,00 RSD)
▪ Hunting by searching the grounds with dogs, for groups
from 6 to 25 hunters.
▪ Price includes:
– complete organisation of the hunt

Hunting wild duck – one hunting day

– lunch

▪ Price per hunter:
approx. 118 EUR (13.927,00 RSD)

The group coming to hunt is in charge of providing the
hunting dogs (min. one dog for each two hunters).

• Price includes:

▪ Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting and meat:
approx. 12 EUR (1.399,00 RSD)

– the complete organization of hunting (boat transport,
beater-porter)

.

– accommodation services in the hunting lodge
• Price does not include:
– shooting
– all transfers
HUNTING PHEASANT in hunting ground RISTOVAČA
▪ Price per day, per hunter:
approx. 103 EUR (12.175,00 RSD)
• shooting and meat of 5 pheasants
• Pursue (drive) hunting for a groups from 8 to 12 hunters
▪
–
–
–

HUNTING PHEASANT in hunting ground KAĆKA ŠUMA
▪ Price per day, per hunter:
approx. 118 EUR (13.960,00 RSD)
• shooting and meat of 7 pheasants
• Pursue (drive) hunting for a groups from 4 to 8 hunters

Price includes:
shooting and meat of pheasants
complete organization of hunting (transfer within the hunting ground, pursuers, hunting dogs)
hunters’ breakfast and hunters’ lunch.

▪ The price of game exceeding the quota set forth by the programme (pheasant from artificial
breeding):
• shooting only: approx. 9 EUR (1.084,00 RSD)
• shooting and meat: approx. 10 EUR (1.224,00 RSD)
HUNTING PHEASANT in hunting grounds
 RISTOVAČA
 HRASTOVAČA
 KAĆKA ŠUMA
Stand hunting for groups from 5 to 10 hunters
▪ Price per day, per hunter: approx. 116 EUR (13.648,00 RSD)
• In the period from October 1st do March 31st.
• The price contains complete organization of hunting.
▪ Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting alone:
• total shooting of the group of up to 500 pheasants: approx. 9,4 EUR (1.116,00 RSD)
• total shooting of the group from 500 to 1.000 pheasants: approx. 8,7 EUR (1.027,00 RSD)
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The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs

VI

THE PRICELIST OF BOARD AND LODGING
SERVICES IN HUNTING LODGES
(PER PERSON, PER DAY)

Hunting lodge „ŠTRBAC“
Hunting ground „Kozara“

Hunting lodge „ČARDAK“
Hunting ground „Deliblatska peščara“

bed and breakfast

approx. 33 EUR

3.926,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

half board

approx. 53 EUR

6.302,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

full board

approx. 74 EUR

8.678,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „ČETIRI JELENA“
Hunting ground „Kaćka šuma“

Hunting lodge „MESARSKE LIVADE“
Hunting ground „Apatinski rit“
bed and breakfast

approx. 33 EUR

3.926,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

half board

approx. 53 EUR

6.302,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

full board

approx. 74 EUR

8.678,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „KAMARIŠTE“

Hunting lodge „PLAVNA“
Hunting ground „Plavna“

Hunting ground „Kamarište“
bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „VRANJAK“
Hunting ground „Kućine“

Hunting lodge „HRASTOVAČA“
Hunting ground „Subotičke šume“
bed and breakfast

approx. 33 EUR

3.926,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

half board

approx. 53 EUR

6.302,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

full board

approx. 74 EUR

8.678,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „MARINA“
Hunting ground „Deliblatska peščara“

Hunting lodge „BANATSKI JELEN“
Hunting ground „Deliblatska peščara“
bed and breakfast

approx. 26 EUR

3.046,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 16 EUR

1.946,00 RSD

half board

approx. 46 EUR

5.422,00 RSD

half board

approx. 37 EUR

4.322,00 RSD

full board

approx. 66 EUR

7.798,00 RSD

full board

approx. 57 EUR

6.698,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „FLAMUNDA“
Hunting ground „Deliblatska peščara“

Hunting lodge „KARAKUŠA“
Hunting ground „Karakuša“
bed and breakfast

approx. 38 EUR

4.476,00 RSD

bed and breakfast

approx. 16 EUR

1.946,00 RSD

half board

approx. 58 EUR

6.852,00 RSD

half board

approx. 37 EUR

4.322,00 RSD

full board

approx. 78 EUR

9.228,00 RSD

full board

approx. 57 EUR

6.698,00 RSD

in apartment:
bed and breakfast

approx. 57 EUR

6.676,00 RSD

half board

approx. 77 EUR

9.052,00 RSD

full board

approx. 97 EUR

11.428,00 RSD

Hunting lodge „RISTOVAČA“
Hunting ground „Ristovača“
bed and breakfast

approx. 16 EUR

1.946,00 RSD

half board

approx. 37 EUR

4.322,00 RSD

full board

approx. 57 EUR

6.698,00 RSD

Notes:
- sojourn tax and insurance are not included in the price, they are to be paid extra in amount ranged between 50 and 150
RSD (approx. 0,42 to 1,25 EUR).
- in hunting lodges which are located on the territory of Special Nature Reserve, there is additional tax for usage of Protected
area of Special Nature Reserve (registered visitor, entrance and sojourn in Protected area, in ammount of 100 RSD, approx.
0,85 EUR)
The pricelist in EUR presents only the approximate prices. The only valid pricelist is the one in national currency dinars (RSD), which is currently in force. The
exchange rate of 1 EUR = 118,00 dinars was used for calculating of prices expressed in dinars in this Pricelist. The dinar exchange rate is subject to constant
changes. The valid pricelist in dinars and currency converter can be seen at www.vojvodinasume.rs
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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR TOURIST-HUNTERS
GEOGRAPHIC POSITION:
Vojvodina is Autonomous Province (capital: Novi Sad) located in the North of the Republic of Serbia. Vojvodina borders
on Croatia, Hungary and Romania. Rivers Danube and Sava split Vojvodina from the central part of Serbia.
CLIMATE: Continental
Time: European (GMT + 1)
INTERNATIONAL CALLS:
- calls to Serbia - 00 381, area code, phone number
- calls from Serbia - 00 international code area code, phone number
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS:
police 192,
emergency 194, road assistance AMSS 1987
CURRENCY:
Dinar (RSD) coins: 1 2 5 10 20
notes: 10 20 50 100 200 500 1.000 2.000 5.000

Documents
To visit Serbia you need a passport with a validity period of at
least 90 days from the entry date.
Cost Accounting And Payment
A foreign citizen may take into and out of Serbia the effective
foreign currency up to the amount of 10.000 EUR without
declaring it. If he takes into the country the amount exceeding
10.000 EUR, he shall be required to fill in the confirmation
form, certified by the authorized customs authority. The
confirmation shall be considered valid until he exits the
country for the first time. After presenting the confirmation to
the customs authority, a foreign citizen shall be allowed to take
out of Serbia the effective foreign currency up to the amount
stated. Tourist-hunters who would like to pay for their hunting
expenses in EUR should take the bank confirmation form
on the effective foreign currency taken into the country (only
amounts exceeding 10.000 EUR), on the basis of which they
shall open a foreign currency account with one of the banks
in Serbia. Foreign citizens can not pay for goods and services
in cash - foreign currency. Payment shall be made in dinars,
in cash, which a foreign citizen obtained by exchanging the
effective foreign currency at the exchange office, or by credit
card. It is possible to make payment in foreign currency from
the foreign currency account in banks.
Weapons And Ammunition
For the temporary import of hunting rifles you need to have
a European firearms pass as well as the “invitation form”
issued by the organizer, i.e. PE “Vojvodinašume”, which must
contain all data about the weapons. Tax on weapon of ca 30
EUR must be paid at the customs by each hunter. One touristhunter shall be allowed to temporarily import maximum two
hunting rifles of different calibers. If the tourist-hunter arrives
by plane, the assistance of the guide-interpreter or organizers
representative is requested at the border crossing (airport).
Hunting Dogs
If a tourist-hunters takes into the country up to 5 hounds, each
hound must have its own passport. If more then 5 hounds are
taken, the hunter must provide the veterinary certificate on
examination of the animals before the trip.
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Border Crossings
The closest border crossings equipped with veterinary
stations (trophy export, own hounds) are: Beograd airport;
to Croatia: Batrovci-Bajakovo; to Hungary: Horgos-Röszke.
Export of Trophies
Documents necessary for export of trophies are as following:
certificate of payment - invoice, veterinary certificate, trophy
certificate and certificate that trophy is not subject to exportban.
The trophies that are exported from Serbia, if paid off the
foreign currency account in banks are VAT-free. For the
trophies paid in RSD (cash or credit card) tourist-hunters are
entitled to VAT refund.
Upon request, transport of the trophies from hunting ground
to the specified destination shall be arranged. All export- and
transportation expenses shall be beared by the tourist-hunter
According to Art. 72 of the Law on Game and Hunting
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia no. 18 dated March
26th, 2010 and no. 85/2018) it is prohibited to take out of the
country the game trophies, stuffed game and their stuffed
parts as trophies, the value of which expressed in CIC points
exceeds the trophy values of national champions: 248.55 CIC
point for deer, 196.07 CIC points for fallow deer, 211.90 CIC
points for roebuck, 242.15 CIC points for mouflon and 142.30
CIC points for wild boar.
The costs of issuing the Veterinary Certificate for exporting a
trophy are additionally paid to the budget of Republic of Serbia,
independently or through Public Enterprise”Vojvodinašume”
- the prescribed administrative tax fee for issuing a veterinary
certificate to export trophies and the fee for the performed
veterinary and sanitary inspection for the parcels of horn.
The VAT refund
Foreign hunters shall be entitled to VAT refund (return) for the
shooted trophies, which they, after the hunting, take out of the
country in their personal luggage. The trophy value including
VAT has to be at least 6.000 RSD (approx.. 51 EUR). The
procedure for certification of the VAT return form and payment
shall be performed in compliance with the Serbian legislation,
which is in force at the time.

